Adult Drawing, Painting & Watercolor Class List At a Glance - Summer 2022

These adult drawing, painting and watercolor classes will be offered in person during the Creative Workshop’s Summer 2022 session. This document lets you check classes at a glance. Please note, however, that classes often register quickly so some classes here may be full. Registrations can be processed online, though the mail with a check or in person.

**Beginning Drawing**, 6 Wednesdays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 13-August 17 [taught by Dale Klein] 10SU22

Learn to draw what you see—in the museum and in the studio—with accuracy of scale, form, proportion, and perspective. In this class you’ll enjoy fun exercises, patient instruction, and individual coaching—it works! $210

**Drawing in the Galleries**, 6 Thursdays, 1:30-4:30 pm, July 14-August 18 [taught by Sarah Hart] 12SU22

(Ages 16-Adult) This class is a way to learn how to use the galleries as your own personal classroom. We touch on the history of the ways the galleries we’re originally used. This course is held in the museum with patient, guided help as you draw better every week. Great for all levels. $210

**Observational Drawing**, 6 Tuesdays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 12-August 16 [taught by Dejan Pejovic] 13SU22

This class introduces the foundations of all drawing--looking at people, objects and spaces, then recreating that vision on paper. Students will work from a nude model and experience drawing in both museum and studio. NOTE: Not all classes use a model. $240

**Painting with Pastels**, 6 Wednesdays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 13-August 17 [taught by Stacy Mayou] 14SU22

This new class focuses on color. We’ll learn effective and fun ways to draw with hard or soft pastels. You can try techniques, see demonstrations, and get help troubleshooting your art. Best for students with some drawing experience. $210

**Pastel Sketchbook**, Weekday afternoons, 1:30-4:30 pm, August 15-19 [taught by Stacy Mayou] 15SU22

(Ages 15-Adult)This new class focuses on effective and fun ways to draw with hard or soft pastels. We’ll try exercises, techniques, and make art from observation inside and outside. No experience necessary. $200

*See next page for more classes*
Adult Drawing, Painting & Watercolor Class List At a Glance - Summer 2022 (con't.)

Drawing into Painting, 6 Mondays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 11-August 15 [taught by Joe Tarantelli] 16SU22

You'll paint better if you draw better--and have fun doing both! This class is a creative mix of essential drawing skills and basics of acrylic or watercolor (watermedia) painting--scale and proportion, form and value, setting up your palette, and designing your composition. $220

Drawing into Painting, 6 Thursdays, 6:00-9:00 pm, July 14-August 18 [taught by Aaron Swindle] 17SU22

This class is a creative mix of essential drawing skills and basics of acrylic or watercolor (watermedia) painting. You'll learn strategies for scale and proportion, form and value, setting up your palette, and designing your composition. We may draw in the museum and paint on the gallery’s grounds. Taught in ASL (American Sign Language) and spoken English. $220

Mixed Media: Make Art with Anything, 6 Tuesdays, 6:00-9:00 pm, July 12-August 16 [taught by Aaron Swindle] 18SU22

Approach your sketchbook or canvases with techniques that help blend drawing and painting elements with other items. From flowers and stamps, to magazine and old book clippings, the collaged parts of artworks made in this class will shine. You’ll learn what materials and tools to use and what to stay away from. We may paint on the gallery’s grounds. Taught in ASL (American Sign Language) and spoken English. $210

Beginning Painting in Acrylics, 6 Tuesdays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 12-August 16 [taught by Dale Klein] 19SU22

Learn how to use your paint, mix colors, and compose your painting in acrylics. Learn how to paint what you see or abstractly - your choice! $220

Painting, 6 Thursdays, 6:30-9:30 pm, July 14-August 18 [taught by Joe Tarantelli] 20SU22

Not sure where you stand with your paintings? This class is a comfortable painting studio, where a patient and helpful instructor will push your work along as you learn from practice and your peers. Students use acrylic paints and work from still-lives and photo sources to make increasingly better artworks. $210

Watercolor Studio, 6 Wednesdays, 1:30-4:30pm, July 13-August 17 [taught by David Gardner] 21SU22

Painting with watercolor can be rewarding and fun. You will learn how to plan and implement a painting from thumbnail sketch to finished work. Lessons include using brush marks, washes and glazing to add interest to your paintings. The instructor will work with every student one-on-one and the group as a whole. This class is fine for beginners or those with some experience. $210

See next page for more classes
Outdoor Watercolor Studio, Weekdays mornings, 9:30 am-12:30pm, July 25-29 [taught by Larry Keefe] 22SU22

Experience the stimulation of painting 'plein air' (outdoor) watercolor with a group of fellow artists, with the help of a skilled instructor giving individual support. Each day we meet in a scenic local venue, and start off with an explanation of one aspect of watercolor painting such as washes, using value, etc. and then you pick the view that stimulates your individual creativity. Lots of social support, ideas, suggestions and help are available. $210

To register for any of these classes, please see https://mag.rochester.edu/creativeworkshop/

You can also call our office at (585) 276-8959 or email us at creativeworkshop@mag.rochester.edu to get a registration started.